Google Place Pages - Advanced Features
Alert: February 1: 2011
Google Places has dramatically altered the state of Search Engine Optimization. It is
the first major move that Google has made to monetize their organic listings.
The “Place Page” link appears for many businesses and is a direct attempt to displace
competitive aggregator websites such as Yelp, Yellow Pages and SuperPages.

Google pre-populate a “Place Page” with name, address and phone number which
aims to encourage the “business owner” to click on the Place page and then “Verify the
Listing” by creating a Place Pages account.

Google are ranking their own Place Pages higher than all other
competitor pages - using Pins on Maps to take up “above the fold”
positions on search results pages.

Google are Publishing Your WebPage Better !
The below screen capture shows how an “Owner Verified Listing” can be enhanced
with a photos, videos, opening hours, product categories, transit options and reviews.
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Place Pages “Events” - A Twitter Like Application
The below screen capture shows how Google offers “Events” which can be posted
within the Place Pages and reflects onto. It provides local businesses with a similar
functionality to Twitter yet with the promise of more people viewing it as the “Event” once posted appears next to the business listing on the Google search results page.

Disclaimer
This report is provided for your general assistance and information only. SearchForecast does not
make any representations or warranties (express or implied) as to the accuracy or currency of the
information contained in the materials nor does it accept liability whatsoever for any reliance placed on
this material, including any liability in negligence for reliance on any information in these materials or
any products, services or information which may be provided by the companies and organizations
referred to.
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